
Photocatalytic treatment,
antibacterical and self-cleaning
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B TITANIA CERAMICA

Titania Line

B Titania Ceramic is an aqueous suspension of nano titania
photocatalytic functionalized with organic derivatives of silicon
formulated for the photocatalytic treatment, antibacterial self
cleaning of ceramic materials.

It is formulated as a protective ready for use, however, you can
dilute it with distilled water in the desired ratios.

The high oxidizing effect of titanium, with the surfaces exposed to
sunlight, gives a high antibacterial effect. The oxidizing capacity is
expressed also even against air pollution by allowing in this way to
bring down air pollution.

Iperidrofilico effect can also be exploited for cooling the surfaces
basting with laminar flow of water.

Self-cleaning system and antibacterial based titanium dioxide

The ceramic materials treated buy, when exposed to sunlight, iperidrofilia
characteristics that give the ceramic surfaces features of “self-washing”

Destroys spores, molds, algae, lichens

High antibacterial effect

Reduces the effects of air pollution
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NOT USE ON

USE ON

CERAMICS

INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATION



Let the cleaned parts to
dry naturally or speed up
the process with jets of
hot air

Do not step on the
treated surface for 24
hours

Apply on ceramic
supports with a low
pressure nebuli- zer to
distribute the product
evenly on the surface

Or apply evenly on the
surface with a spreader

NOTE:
- Is formulated as a protective ready for use, however, you can dilute it with distilled water in the desired ratios.
- Wear suitable protective clothing, gloves and eye/face protection, not breathe spray that can be formed during the application of the product. In case
of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice.
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Titania Line

CONDITIONS OF USE

The above information is based on the product data in our possession at the moment of publication and is provided in good faith.
No guarantee is provided as regards the quality or specifications of the product. The user is personally responsible for verifying that the product is
suitable for the purpose.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

avoid contact with eyes. Do not swallow. In case of contact with eyes: Wash with plenty of water

+ 1,00 Kg/liter
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY

PACK

PH

VOLATILE BODIES

CONTAINS (reg.684/2004)

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

white opalescent liquid

light, ethereal

1/5 lt container

2 - 3
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Always try on areas not too highlighted before you begin treatment.
For best results, apply BTitania Ceramica to a dry surface.
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BIODEGRADABILITÀ

ORIGIN

SOLUBILITY

made in Italy


